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Abstract

Using a laboratory experiment we examine how social comparisons affect behavior in a sequential search task. In a control treatment subjects search in isolation, while in two other treatments subjects get feedback on the search decisions and outcomes of a partner subject. The average level and rate of decline of reservation wages are similar across treatments. Nevertheless, subjects who are able to make social comparisons search differently from those who search in isolation. Within a search task we observe a reference wage effect: when a partner exits, the subject chooses a new reservation wage which is increasing in partner income. We also observe a social learning effect: between search tasks, subjects who have been paired with a more patient and successful partner increase their reservation wages in the next task.
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1 Introduction

Job search is typically not undertaken in isolation. Instead, job-seekers are aware of the job search activity of friends, colleagues and acquaintances, and information about others’ job search successes and failures is often available. The social nature of search introduces scope for several factors that are usually ignored in economists’ models of job search. In particular, a considerable body of evidence from social psychology shows that social comparisons have a powerful influence on the way humans feel and behave (Festinger 1954). People care about their status and evaluate this by comparing themselves with others, and people who are uncertain about what decision to make are influenced by the observed behavior of others (Bandura & Walters 1977). There is indirect evidence that such social comparisons affect job search. Using survey data, Clark (2003) finds that the unemployment rate in the social reference group is strongly positively correlated with the self-reported well-being of the unemployed. Thus, apparently, the unemployed feel better when they see that others around them are also unemployed. If this reduces the motivation to exit unemployment in areas with high unemployment it may contribute to regional variation in unemployment rates. More generally, social comparison effects may contribute to findings, such as those of Marmaros & Sacerdote (2002), that search outcomes are correlated within groups of individuals who interact.

However, it is difficult to attribute correlated outcomes in field data to social comparison effects because there are other ways that interaction within a group can affect search outcomes. As noted in several theoretical and empirical studies of labor markets, social interaction can also affect job search by influencing a job-seeker’s available options and information about those options. For instance, graduates from the same institution may share job news and make use of alumni contacts which help them find a job. These types of network effects, which work through changes to the offer process (or information about the offer process) and which therefore have direct effects on the expected costs...
and benefits of taking an offer or waiting, can be viewed through the lens of standard economic theory in which job-seekers weigh up the expected costs and benefits of search.\textsuperscript{1}

In this paper we focus on the case where one job-seeker’s offer process is independent of another’s. In this case, observing another job-seeker’s decisions or outcomes may still influence behavior due to \textit{social comparison effects}. To isolate social comparison effects from network effects we use laboratory methods, where interaction within a group can be tightly controlled, to eliminate the possibility of network effects.

Social comparison effects on job search can arise for a variety of reasons. One reason is that job-seekers may have \textit{distributional preferences}, i.e. they care about both their own income and their income relative to others. There is extensive evidence that interpersonal comparisons can influence individuals’ sense of well-being (Frank 1985, Loewenstein et al. 1989). Indeed, a large literature has emerged studying the impact of relative wage concerns on labor market outcomes (Akerlof & Yellen 1990, Frank 1984). As a consequence, economists have developed formal models incorporating distributional concerns into individual preferences. Using a prominent example of such a model (Fehr & Schmidt 1999) and applying it to a job-search context, we show that the reservation wages of job-seekers with distributional preferences will be influenced by the wages other job-seekers have accepted.

A second reason that social comparisons may affect job search stems from \textit{learning}. There is a large literature empirically supporting the idea that people learn from each other in complex environments (see Manski 2000). Even if offer processes are independent,\textsuperscript{1}

\begin{footnote}
There is a large empirical literature about how individuals use networks to collect information in order to find jobs and how search outcomes are influenced by social connections. According to an overview by Ioannides & Loury (2004), the literature finds that the use of networks in job search is widespread and generally productive, as it increases the job-finding rate and improves the quality of the match. These findings are reinforced by a number of more recent studies (e.g. Cingano & Rosolia 2012, Dustmann et al. 2016, Cappellari & Tatsiramos 2015, Brown et al. 2016). A number of studies have developed theoretical frameworks for analyzing the effects of social networks on job search (e.g. Culvó-Armengol & Jackson 2004, Galenianos 2013, Horváth 2014). The current study suggests that social comparison effects offer an additional (and overlooked) explanation for the empirical phenomenon that search outcomes are correlated within social networks.
\end{footnote}
and even if job-seekers care only about their own narrowly-defined self-interest, in an environment where weighing up the attractiveness of a wage offer requires comparing it with a dynamic lottery, a job-seeker may be uncertain about whether it is worth accepting the wage offer. Whether others have accepted or rejected similar offers may then influence their decision. For example, if job-seekers observe others rejecting offers, this may lead them to reject similar offers.\footnote{Distributional preferences and learning do not exhaust the possible mechanisms by which social comparisons affect behavior. A large literature in psychology on “social facilitation” (Zajone 1965) emphasize the importance of being observed for performance on a variety of tasks.}

While field data offers ample evidence that social context matters because agents’ behavior within groups is correlated, it is notoriously difficult to identify whether this arises because of “peer effects”, whereby individuals are affected by one another’s behavior (Manski 1993). In addition, field data does not typically allow separate identification of network versus social comparison effects. For example, Marmaros & Sacerdote (2002) examine the link between social interaction and job search among Dartmouth college graduates. They find that employment outcomes for a student are correlated with mean outcomes for that student’s freshmen hallmates and dormmates. Because hallmates and dormmates are randomly assigned, these correlations cannot be attributed to selection effects. These correlations may be due to some sort of peer effect, but (as noted by Marmaros and Sacerdote) they may also arise because of shocks which are correlated within groups. Moreover, even if the correlations reflect peer effects there is insufficient information to know whether these are driven by network or social comparison effects. The difficulties of disentangling network and social comparison effects using naturally occurring data motivated us to use an experimental approach.

Our framework for examining whether social comparisons affect job search is a sequential search decision experiment. This is based on McCall’s (1970) “Basic Search Paradigm” in which searchers receive a wage-offer from a distribution and decide whether to accept it, receiving this wage in each remaining period, or reject it and wait for an-
other offer. We vary across treatments whether subjects make decisions in isolation or whether they can observe information from a partner’s wage offers, decisions, and earnings. A long-established experimental literature has studied the sequential search task and its variants. Early studies compared individual behavior with optimal search rules and alternative heuristics (Schotter & Braunstein 1981, Braunstein & Schotter 1982, Hey 1982, 1987, Oaxaca & Cox 1989, 1992) and more recent work has focused on behavioral explanations for deviations from theoretical predictions (Kogut 1990, Sonnemans 1998, Schunk 2009, Schunk & Winter 2009, Brown et al. 2011). A feature of all of this literature is that the search decisions are made in isolation. We extend this literature by adding a social context to the search task.

Our research question is whether social comparisons have an impact on job search, and so our experiment eliminates the possibility of network effects by design. Within the lab, we are able to tightly control the offer process, the interaction between subjects, and the information available to subjects. This allows us to exclude social network effects — subjects have no way of influencing another’s offer process — and also to exclude common shocks to the offer process. To test for social comparison effects we vary across treatments the feedback given to subjects about the search decisions and outcomes of others. In a control Isolated treatment subjects conduct the search task in isolation. They receive no information about others’ search decisions or outcomes. In two other treatments, subjects are randomly and anonymously paired and receive feedback on their partner’s search decisions and outcomes as they conduct the search task. In the Partner treatment subjects observe their partner’s income, whereas in the Partner-Offer treatment, they are also informed of the offers rejected by their partner. In all treatments the subjects are given full information about the stochastic offer process, and the earnings of a subject depend only on how they react to their own offers, and are independent of the decisions and earnings of other subjects. Thus, for a fully rational self-interested subject, feedback about a partner’s search decisions and outcomes is irrelevant.
In our Isolated treatment, in line with the long-established literature, average reservation wages are lower than the expected earnings maximizing benchmark, and reservation wages decline within the search task. In the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments we observe similar average levels and rates of decline of reservation wages, but we also observe that subjects systematically respond to feedback about their partner’s search outcomes.

In the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, when a subject observes their partner accepting a low wage they reduce their reservation wage more than they otherwise would, while if they observe their partner accepting a high wage they reduce their reservation wage less than they otherwise would. These results are qualitatively consistent with predictions of a model in which job-seekers care about earnings differentials as well as their own earnings. The Partner-Offer treatment also allows us to see whether the offers rejected by the partner affect reservation wages. These offers do not directly affect partner income, but do afford information about the partner’s reservation wage. In fact, rejected partner offers do not influence the reservation wage, which suggests the within-task social comparison effects do not arise because job-seekers simply attempt to copy their partner’s reservation wage. We do however see evidence of learning across search tasks. Although in all treatments initial reservation wages increase with experience, the increase is significantly greater in the treatments that allow social comparisons. We find that, in the social comparison treatments, subjects who are paired with a more successful and more patient partner in the previous task tend to increase their initial reservation wage in the next task.

In summary, our experiment reproduces the qualitative findings of previous studies that have focused on individual decision-making in isolated search environments. In addition, in a first experiment studying this search task in a social context, we find systematic social comparison effects. Some of these effects are consistent with those predicted by a simple model of distributional preferences, and in addition we find that social feedback influences learning across repeated tasks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the (separate) relevant literatures on search experiments and social comparisons. In Section 3 we describe our experimental design and procedure, and in Section 4 we present our results. Section 5 offers a discussion and some concluding comments.

2 Literature

2.1 Search Experiments

The sequential search model (McCall 1970) provides a tractable framework to analyze search decisions. The model assumes that a job-seeker receives one wage offer per period of search, where offers are independently drawn from a stationary and non-degenerate distribution, with a fixed outside option (typically a per-period unemployment benefit minus search cost). If the job-seeker accepts an offer they exit search and receive this wage for all future periods. If they reject the offer they wait for another offer in the next period. It is assumed that the time horizon is infinite and the job-seeker maximizes expected discounted utility. The optimal decision is to accept any offer above or equal to a critical value (the reservation wage), which is constant over periods, and to continue with search otherwise.

Early experimental studies by Schotter & Braunstein (1981, 1982) and Hey (1987), examine how subjects search in a lab environment based on this basic search paradigm. Other studies have investigated variants of the model, such as using a fixed time horizon (Oaxaca & Cox 1989, 1992), imperfect information about the offer distribution (Hey 1981, 1982, Moon & Martin 1990, 1992, 1996, Cox & Oaxaca 2000), heterogeneous search ability (Falk et al. 2009a,b) and variable search costs (Harrison & Morgan 1990, McGee & McGee 2016).
Previous experiments consistently show that subjects tend to (i) search too little and accept lower offers compared to the risk-neutral prediction, and (ii) reduce their reservation wages over the course of a sequential search task. Some behavioral theories have been proposed as explanations for these findings and have been tested in the laboratory. Studies suggest that the sunk-cost fallacy (Kogut 1990, Sonnemans 1998, 2000), loss and risk aversion preferences combined with bounded rationality (Schunk 2009, Schunk & Winter 2009, Soetevent & Bruzikas 2016) and subjective costs of uncertain waiting time (Brown et al. 2011) all contribute to these regular departures from the theoretical predictions.

Some experiments repeat the search task, allowing investigation of how behavior changes with experience, yet findings about learning effects are mixed. Kogut (1990) is the first experiment which repeats the search task within subject to allow for experience effects. With a small sample of subjects who conduct a series of repeated search tasks, he identifies a significant learning effect (i.e. search duration increases when subjects become more experienced) for half of the subjects. Sonnemans (1998) offers a more systematic examination of learning, showing that among subjects who repeat the search task many times, experimentation with different search strategies decreases with experience and search efficiency increases with experience. With fewer repetitions, Brown et al. (2011) find no significant learning effects.

All of these studies focus on individual decision-making, and exclude any social interaction. As far as we are aware the only experimental study embedding the basic search task in a social context is Ibanez et al. (2009), although their focus is rather different from ours. They examine whether search outcomes are improved if decisions are made by a group instead of an individual, finding that decisions made by groups are indistinguishable from individual decisions. Our focus instead is on whether an individual’s search decision is influenced by social comparisons.
2.2 Social Comparison Effects

We define social comparison effects to be the causal effect on an individual’s decision from observing other individuals’ independent decisions and outcomes. In the context of job search, independence means that the job-seeker’s offer process and earnings are not directly affected by other job-seekers’ decisions and outcomes. We are particularly interested in two mechanisms for social comparisons which are relevant in the context of job search: distributional preferences and learning.


Distributional preferences have been frequently proposed as an explanation for social comparison effects. As we show later, applying Fehr & Schmidt’s (1999) model of distributional preferences to our laboratory setting leads to specific reference wage effects. However, there is mixed evidence on the force of distributional preferences when choices do not directly affect the earnings of others. Rohde & Rohde (2011), Linde & Sonnemans (2012), Lahno & Serra-Garcia (2015) and Schwerter (2016) find that individual choices are sensitive to the earnings of other subjects even when subjects have no direct effect on each others’ earnings. Linde & Sonnemans (2015), however, find no difference between individual decisions made in isolation and those made in a social setting.

Another potential source of social comparison effects is social learning. Subjects may be

---

3In contrast, Charness & Kuhn (2007) find that effort choices are not affected by co-workers’ wages (although the majority of subjects do claim that they care about co-workers’ wages).
uncertain about the quality of their decisions, and therefore “may seek to draw lessons from observation of the actions chosen and outcomes experienced by others” (Manski 2000). This might manifest itself in imitation: evidence for this is provided in a number of field experiments (Cai et al. 2009, Conley & Udry 2010, Cai et al. 2015). Imitation might be a reasonable rule of behavior if a subject believes others have better strategies. In a field experiment among investors, Bursztyn et al. (2014) find that investors are influenced by their peers, and financially unsophisticated investors tend to be affected more than the sophisticated ones. The extent to which people imitate might also depend on the observed performance of their peers. A particularly plausible rule is that people imitate those who perform better: Schlag (2011) refer to this as an “Imitate if Better” strategy. For instance, Offerman & Schotter (2009) show that when offered opportunities to sample the choices of others, subjects do choose to sample, and imitate the behavior which leads to higher realized profits.\footnote{The effects of getting additional search information about job market conditions have been investigated in field experiments by Altmann et al. (2016) and Belot et al. (2016). This is different from what we mean by social learning: the information in their settings comes from a centralized source (e.g. employment service) rather than from social interactions.}

Our paper is the first to investigate the relevance of distributional preferences and learning in a search task in which social comparisons are possible.

3 Experimental Design

3.1 The basic search task

We start by describing the search task which is common to all three treatments. To mimic the stationary, infinite horizon structure of the basic search paradigm, we use a random termination method whereby the search task terminates after each period with a constant
The continuation probability in the uncertain horizon model we use plays the same role as the discount factor in the infinite horizon model: a subject maximizing expected earnings should use the same (constant) reservation wage as an infinitely-lived risk-neutral agent with a discount factor equal to the continuation probability.

The search task consists of a sequence of periods. In the first period, subjects choose a reservation wage. This is an integer between 0 and 1000. Subjects then receive an offer, randomly drawn from a discrete uniform distribution over 1 to 1000. The offer is automatically accepted if it is greater than or equal to the reservation wage, and rejected otherwise. If the offer is accepted, subjects receive that wage as (points) income in all subsequent periods, receive no further offers and make no further decisions for the remainder of that sequence. If the offer is rejected, their income from the current period is zero. At the end of the period, subjects receive feedback which varies across the treatments, as we will discuss in the next subsection. The sequence continues with probability 0.95. If the sequence continues, subjects who have not accepted an offer are required to enter another reservation wage and the process repeats. At the end of the sequence, subjects are informed of their points earnings from the sequence, which is simply the sum of points earnings from all periods in the sequence. The information received at the end of each sequence does not vary across treatments.

Subjects complete 10 sequences, each sequence having the same structure described above. All offers are independent draws across subjects, periods and sequences. At the end of the tenth sequence one sequence is randomly chosen for each session and points

\footnote{Random termination has been used extensively to mimic infinite-horizon games. See, for example, Dal Bó & Fréchette (2017). The only other search experiment of which we are aware which uses random termination is Brown et al. (2011).}

\footnote{Subjects are required to enter the reservation wage within 15 seconds. If they do not enter a reservation wage within this time, this period’s offer is rejected. The time restriction forces subjects to complete a period at roughly the same time, facilitating the synchronization of feedback. In the experimental instructions we refer to the reservation wage as a “minimum acceptable offer”; see instructions in Appendix A for details. We have subjects enter reservation wages rather than make binary accept/reject decisions in order to obtain more information about their search strategy. This technique was first applied in search tasks by Oaxaca & Cox (1992).}
earnings from this sequence are used to determine subjects’ monetary earnings. Subjects receive a show-up fee of 5.00 GBP plus additional earnings from the chosen sequence, converted at a rate of 3,000 points = 1.00 GBP.

All the information above is described carefully to subjects in the instructions which were handed out to subjects and read out at the beginning of the experiment. After reading out the instructions, control questions were given to ensure that subjects understood essential information about the search environment. See Appendix A for a copy of instructions and control questions.

3.2 Treatments

To allow us to study the effect of social comparison, we manipulate across treatments the feedback received by subjects at the end of each period. In the simplest Isolated treatment, the feedback received by subjects in each period consists only of information on their own offer, whether it is accepted, the resulting per-period income and their accumulated earnings across all periods in that sequence. In the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments subjects are randomly re-paired at the beginning of each sequence. The random termination of search sequences, which is implemented independently for each subject in the Isolated treatment, is implemented independently at the pair level in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments. In all three treatments, offers are independent across subjects and an additional control question is added in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments to ensure that subjects understand that own and partner offers are drawn independently.

In the Partner treatment subjects are additionally shown their partner’s income at the end of each period. They are therefore aware of whether or not their partner has accepted an offer, and the amount of that offer if it was accepted. The Partner treatment allows
for relatively little social feedback because subjects only learn their partner’s income each period. Subjects whose partner has an income of zero cannot tell whether this is because their partner has a high reservation wage, or because their partner received low offers. This also means that there is relatively little within-sequence variation in the feedback received. The partner’s per-period income is either zero (meaning the partner has not yet accepted an offer) or it is constant across periods.

In the Partner-Offer treatment, subjects again receive information about partner income at the end of a period. In addition, subjects are also shown the offer made to their partner, and whether or not their partner accepted or rejected that offer. Thus the Partner-Offer treatment allows for more feedback and more within-sequence variation. It also allows us to test whether feedback on rejected offers, as well as income, affects search behavior.\footnote{See Figure A1 in Appendix A for an illustration of the feedback screens seen by subjects in our three treatments.}

The main features of the design are summarized in Table 1. Each session consisted of 12 subjects. We conducted six sessions for each treatment. No subject participated in more than one session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Isolated</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Partner-Offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sessions</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects per session</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequences per subject</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired subjects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual feedback on</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Discussion of the design

The Isolated treatment provides a benchmark which we can compare to the existing results from experimental analyses of search, all of which study decisions made in isolation. In this setting, expected points earnings are maximized by choosing a constant reservation wage \( r^* = 725 \) (see Appendix B.1). This is also the optimal reservation wage in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments if subjects care only about expected earnings.\(^8\) If social comparisons matter, the optimal reservation wage in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments may differ from the Isolated treatment.

There are several ways to model how social comparisons may affect behavior. Here we consider the implications of allowing individual preferences to depend on own and other earnings. Such distributional preferences will affect the optimal reservation wage.\(^9\) If subjects have distributional preferences this will affect the optimal reservation wage. Specifically, following Fehr & Schmidt (1999), we assume that subject \( i \) dislikes income differences, as represented by the period utility function

\[
    u_{it}(y_{it}, y_{jt}) = \gamma_{it} - \alpha \left( \max\{y_{it}, y_{jt}\} - y_{it} \right) - \beta \left( \max\{y_{it}, y_{jt}\} - y_{jt} \right), \tag{1}
\]

where \( y_{it} \) denotes \( i \)'s period \( t \) income, \( y_{jt} \) denotes the period \( t \) income of \( i \)'s partner, \( \alpha \) is the marginal disutility from disadvantageous inequality and \( \beta \) is the marginal disutility from advantageous inequality.

If \( i \)'s partner has exited with an income of \( y_{jt} = y \), the optimal reservation wage \( r^*_{it}(y) \) can be shown to be a decreasing function of the partner’s income if the partner has accepted a low wage, and an increasing function if the partner has accepted a high wage.

---

\(^8\)If a subject is risk averse, the level of the optimal reservation wage will change, but will still be constant across periods, and will still be the optimal reservation wage regardless of which treatment the subject is in.

\(^9\)Schwerter (2016) and Linde & Sonnemans (2012) take a similar approach to analyze the effect of social reference points on risk taking in a static risk choice task.
(see Appendix B.2 for details). We plot the optimal reservation wage function in Figure 1 for five sets of \((\alpha, \beta)\), chosen based on the assumptions made in Fehr & Schmidt (1999) i.e. \(0 \leq \beta \leq 1\) and \(\alpha \geq \beta\). We observe that if the partner has accepted an offer of 0, \(i\) cannot earn less than the partner, and so period utility given by (1) is linear in \(i\)'s own income \(y_{it}\) and expected utility is maximized with the expected earnings maximizing \(r^*\). If the partner has accepted an offer of 1,000, \(i\) cannot earn more than the partner, period utility is again linear in \(y_{it}\) and expected utility is maximized with \(r^*\). If the partner accepts an offer in between, period utility as a function of \(y_{it}\) has a kink, analogous to loss aversion with a social reference point, which depresses the optimal reservation wage.

Figure 1: Optimal reservation wage for \(i\) after \(j\) exits with \(y\): \(r^*_i(y)\)

Notes: \((\alpha, \beta)\) for each curve is given by the legend; the horizontal dotted line indicates the expected earnings maximizing \(r^* = 725\); the kink point of \(r^*_i(y)\) lies on the 45-degree line.

To identify the relevant portion of the reservation wage function, we need to analyze the dynamic game where both \(i\) and \(j\) are still searching. Identifying the equilibrium initial reservation wage requires assumptions about both subjects’ preferences and what they know about each other’s preferences. For tractability, we assume subjects have identical preferences and this is common knowledge. In Appendix B.2 we show that the initial equilibrium reservation wage lies above the kink point of the \(r^*_i(y)\) function. This implies that a subject never accepts a wage below the kink point and so in equilibrium only the positively-sloped part of the reservation wage function is relevant in Figure 1.
The initial reservation wage is very close to the expected earnings maximizing reservation wage $r^*$ and remains constant until one of the subjects accepts an offer (i.e. rejected offers have no effect on reservation wages). If the partner exits, the subject adopts a new, constant reservation wage. The new reservation wage is increasing in the partner’s accepted offer, but in expectation is lower than the initial reservation wage. We refer to the positive relationship between a partner’s income and the subject’s reservation wage as a reference wage effect.

To test for this reference wage effect in our experimental data we examine the change in the reservation wage within sequences. We examine how the reservation wage changes following the partner’s exit, and whether this change is moderated by the partner’s income. The change in the reservation wage is predicted to be the same in both the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, while the Isolated treatment provides a natural placebo test.

Within-sequence social comparison effects can also arise from a desire to imitate the partner’s decision. In the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, the feedback allows the subjects to make (limited) inferences about their partner’s reservation wage. If they observe the partner accept an offer they would have rejected, they can infer that their partner had a lower reservation wage. If the subject only desires to imitate their partner, they should reduce their reservation wage, and their new reservation wage will be no greater than the partner’s accepted offer. In the Partner-Offer treatment there is an additional scenario that would induce an imitative subject to change their reservation wage. If the subject observes the partner reject an offer they would have accepted, they can infer that their partner had a higher reservation wage. Thus they should increase their reservation wage, and their new reservation wage will be no smaller than the rejected

---

10 We do not directly reveal subjects’ reservation wages to their partners. This reflects the fact that, in real job search environments, job-seekers do not typically observe their peers’ reservation wages, but they often do observe their peers’ search outcomes (as in the Partner treatment) or the offers their peers receive (as in the Partner-Offer treatment).
offer.

The reference wage effect and the imitation effect are largely observationally equivalent, and consequently difficult to disentangle. However, with our design, the Partner-Offer treatment offers a testable difference: the rejected offers of partners have no impact according to the reference wage effect, whereas they have a positive impact according to the imitation effect.

The fact that we have repeated search sequences also allows us to test for an effect of social feedback across sequences. In the Isolated treatment, subjects can learn about how their own strategies affect sequence earnings and, based on prior literature (see Section 2.1), experience from earlier sequences may improve search efficiency in later sequences. In the social feedback treatments, the additional information about the partner’s strategies and income might be expected to enhance this process. To examine this, we test whether behavior is consistent with a simple learning strategy, whereby subjects imitate their partners from the previous sequence if their partners had higher income. This strategy implies that subjects whose partners have higher income and longer search durations will increase their reservation wage by a greater amount.

4 Results

216 subjects who were recruited through ORSEE (Greiner 2015) participated in the 18 sessions. None of the subjects had participated in a search experiment before. All sessions lasted for approximately 50 minutes, and earnings averaged 10.11GBP per subject inclusive of the show-up fee. The experiment was computerized using the z-Tree program (Fischbacher 2007) and conducted in the CeDEx laboratory at the University of Nottingham in March and April 2015 and March 2016. Subjects were randomly assigned into Isolated, Partner and Partner-Offer treatments. Observable characteristics are similar.
across the treatments, as shown in Table 2. The differences in proportions are insignificant according to pooled chi-square tests ($p$-values are reported in the last column).

We observe 2,160 sequences of search (3 treatments $\times$ 6 sessions $\times$ 12 subjects $\times$ 10 sequences), which contain 4,749 decision-making periods.\footnote{In 7 periods, the subject passed the 15-second time limit and consequently the offer was rejected. This happened to 6 different subjects, 1 in the Isolated, 1 in the Partner and 4 in the Partner-Offer treatment.} 5.79\% of sequences were censored, which means the subject was still searching when the sequence was terminated by the computer and no offer was accepted in that sequence.

Table 2: Observable characteristics of subjects across treatments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Isolated</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Partner-Offer</th>
<th>$p$-value from $\chi^2$ test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>45 (62.5%)</td>
<td>44 (61.11%)</td>
<td>49 (68.06%)</td>
<td>0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate</td>
<td>6 (8.33%)</td>
<td>6 (8.33%)</td>
<td>6 (8.33%)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science</td>
<td>34 (47.22%)</td>
<td>37 (51.39%)</td>
<td>39 (54.17%)</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Science</td>
<td>30 (41.67%)</td>
<td>22 (30.56%)</td>
<td>22 (30.56%)</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts</td>
<td>8 (11.11%)</td>
<td>13 (18.06%)</td>
<td>11 (15.28%)</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Sciences include Engineering and Medicine and Health Sciences. Double majors are classified as Sciences if a science major is combined with another major, or as Social Sciences if a social science major is combined with arts major.

Table 3 summarizes levels and changes in reservation wages for each treatment. It shows that the two regularly-observed departures from the theoretical predictions discussed in Section 2.1 are replicated in all treatment conditions of our experiment. First, in all treatments average reservation wages are below the reservation wage of an expected earnings maximizer ($r^* = 725$). Panel (a) of Table 3 reports average initial (period 1) reservation wages of 539, 555 and 512 in the Isolated, Partner and Partner-Offer treatments respectively, with 95\% confidence intervals easily excluding $r^*$\footnote{Throughout the paper, standard errors are clustered at the session level.}. As a result of these low reservation wages, search sequences tend to be short (the average duration of search in our treatments is 2.19 periods), and subjects often exit with an offer below $r^*$ (37.45\% of the sequences in our sample). Average reservation wages in all periods summarized in Panel (b) are slightly higher than average initial reservation wages, mainly...
due to a selection effect (subjects who set lower reservation wages tend to exit search earlier and so are under-represented in the sample), but still significantly below $r^*$. This finding is consistent with the existing experimental literature. For example, our average reservation wage is just below 80% of $r^*$, and a similar ratio can be calculated from the average reported in Brown et al. (2011).

Second, in all treatments we consistently observe a declining reservation wage within sequences. Panel (c) of Table 3 shows that the average per-period change in the reservation wage is $-27$, $-30$ and $-32$ in the Isolated, Partner and Partner-Offer treatments. The 95% confidence intervals all exclude zero. Figure 2 shows this graphically by plotting the average reservation wage across periods, conditional on search length.\textsuperscript{13} For all sub-samples, the reservation wage is declining in all treatments. This finding is also consistent with the existing experimental literature, see for example Braunstein & Schotter (1982) and Brown et al. (2011).\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{13}We condition on search length because subjects with higher reservation wages will tend to have longer search durations. If we did not condition on search length, the average reservation wage would increase across periods as subjects with lower reservation wages exit faster, even if subjects have constant reservation wages.

\textsuperscript{14}Indirect evidence of the declining reservation wage also comes from studies which do not elicit a
Notes: $N$ in each figure refers to the number of sequences with that search length. To ensure that sequences are not selected into the subsamples by random termination, 106 sequences (4.91%) which are censored due to termination before the fifth period are not included in the summary. The sequences in which the subject passed the time limit for the initial period are also excluded.

At an aggregate level, we find strong similarities across treatments. Neither initial period reservation wages, average reservation wages across all periods, or the within sequence per-period changes in reservation wages are significantly different across treatments.$^{15}$

However, in the next two sections we analyze the data at a more disaggregated level reservation wage but allow subjects to recall offers. In these studies, many subjects exercise the option to recall offers that have been previously rejected (Hey 1987, Kogut 1990).

$^{15}$Treating each subject as an independent observation ($N = 3 \times 6 \times 12$), a Kruskal-Wallis rank test gives $p = 0.177$ for equality of initial period reservation wages, $p = 0.139$ for equality of overall average reservation wages and $p = 0.764$ for equality of per-period change in reservation wages.
and show that subjects systematically respond to social feedback in our Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, both within and between sequences.

4.1 The impact of social feedback within sequences

To test whether subjects are responding to their partner’s search feedback, we compare the decisions made before and after feedback is received. To do this, we focus on the difference between the reservation wage in period $t$ and the reservation wage in the previous period $t - 1$. Search feedback from the partner is characterized by two key variables. First, an indicator of whether subject $i$’s partner $j$ accepted an offer in the previous period. Second, the value of the offer received by $j$ in the previous period. These variables are only defined in periods in which subject $i$ is still searching at $t$, and their partner $j$ was still searching at $t - 1$, and therefore the sample used in the analysis in this section consists of those observations from periods $t$ in which the subject’s partner was still searching at $t - 1$. In the Isolated treatment subjects do not have a partner, we therefore create artificial partners by pairing subjects randomly. The artificial partners do not provide any feedback, and hence are used for placebo tests.

There are 1,678 periods in the sample, which is 35.19% of all the decision-making periods. The initial periods of a sequence (2,160, 45.48%) are excluded because no feedback from the partner is possible. Similarly, periods in which the partner exited before $t - 1$ (910, 19.16%) are excluded because, again, no feedback is possible at $t$.\textsuperscript{16} Almost all subjects (96.76%) are included in the sample for one or more sequences (the average is 5.28 sequences per subject), and observations are fairly evenly distributed across sequences.

In Figure 3 we plot the correlation between the change in subject $i$’s reservation wage and the value of the offer received by their partner. We do this separately, by treatment,

\textsuperscript{16}In addition, 8 periods (0.17%) in which the subject timed out in the current or the previous period are also excluded.
for those cases where \( j \) rejected the offer (top row) and those cases where \( j \) accepted the offer (bottom row). We separate in this way because accepted offers lead to a change in partner’s income, whereas rejected offers do not. The sample size, the Pearson correlation coefficient and \( p \)-value are given at the top of each panel, and in addition we display a scatter plot of the average change in the reservation wage and average value of the partner’s offer for each decile of the partner’s offer (10 data points) and a linear fit. As noted earlier, Panels (a) and (d) are placebo conditions from the Isolated treatment. Panel (b) is also a placebo condition because there is no feedback on rejected offers in the Partner treatment. As expected, correlations in all the placebo conditions are insignificant. The correlation between the change in reservation wage and partner’s rejected offer is also small and insignificant in the Partner-Offer treatment (Panel (c)). The patterns are quite distinct in those cases in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments where the partner accepts the offer (Panels (e) and (f)). The change in reservation wage is significantly and positively correlated with partner’s offer, with a correlation coefficient of 0.144 (\( p = 0.025 \)) and 0.179 (\( p = 0.006 \)).

To quantitatively estimate how subjects are influenced by social comparisons, we estimate the following model for each treatment:

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_{is,t} - r_{is,t-1} &= \beta_0 + \beta_1 a_{is,t-1}^j + \beta_2 (a_{is,t-1}^j \cdot w_{is,t-1}^j) + \beta_3 w_{is,t-1}^j + \lambda_t + \theta_s + \eta_i + \epsilon_{is,t} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The subscripts \( i, s \) and \( t \) are identifiers for, respectively, subject, sequence and period. The dependent variable is the change in the reservation wage relative to the previous period. The explanatory variables are an indicator for whether the partner accepted their offer in period \( t - 1 \) (\( a^j = 1 \) for acceptance and 0 for rejection), the value of the partner’s offer in period \( t - 1 \) (\( w^j \)) and the interaction of the acceptance indicator and the offer, which is the period \( t - 1 \) income of the partner. We control for period (\( \lambda_t \)) and sequence (\( \theta_s \)) fixed effects, and allow for subject random effects (\( \eta_i \)).
Figure 3: Correlation between changes in reservation wage and partner’s offer

(a) Isolated: $j$ rejects offer

(b) Partner: $j$ rejects offer

(c) Partner-Offer: $j$ rejects offer

(d) Isolated: $j$ accepts offer

(e) Partner: $j$ accepts offer

(f) Partner-Offer: $j$ accepts offer

Notes: We separate the observations in each treatment by the decision of the partner (or placebo partner for the Isolated treatment). The Pearson correlation between partner’s offer and changes in reservation wage, and unadjusted, significance level are given at the top of each panel. The panels display the binned scatter plots: for each decile of partner’s offers in the subsample, we plot the average change in the reservation wage and the average of partner’s offer. Also shown is the fitted linear relationship among the 10 dots. Details of this method can be found in Stepner (2013).

In the Isolated treatment $a^j$ and $w^j$ are not observed, so changes in the reservation wage must be independent of these variables by design, and so $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\beta_3$ should be zero. In the Partner treatment $a^j$ is observed but $w^j$ is only observed if $a^j = 1$, so $\beta_3$ should be zero. In the Partner-Offer treatment, both $a^j$ and $w^j$ are observed in every period and so $\beta_1$, $\beta_2$ and $\beta_3$ might all be different from zero if subjects respond to this information.

Estimates of (2) are reported in Table 4. On average across all periods and sequences in the sample, subjects reduced their reservation wage by about 30 points per period.\footnote{The results are robust to alternative specifications, such as dropping the period and sequence dummies, or the addition of controls for observable characteristics, see Table C1 in Appendix C.}
This is very similar to the per-period decline reported in Table 3 and Figure 2. In the Isolated treatment, as expected, $\hat{\beta}_1$, $\hat{\beta}_2$ and $\hat{\beta}_3$ are all small and insignificantly different from zero. In the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, however, $\hat{\beta}_1$ is significant and negative, indicating that a subject whose partner exits in the previous period lowers their reservation wage by 60–70 points more than they otherwise would. $\hat{\beta}_2$ is significant and positive in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments, showing that the value of the accepted offer is also relevant. A subject’s reservation wage is increasing with the offer accepted by the partner; the slope is approximately 0.1 ($\hat{\beta}_2 + \hat{\beta}_3$). By comparison, in our analysis of job-seekers with Fehr-Schmidt preferences the slope varies between 0.13 and 0.34 depending on preference parameters (see Table B1 in Appendix B.2 for details).

The exit and income effects together imply that a subject whose partner exits may increase or reduce their reservation wage in the next period, depending on the value of the partner’s exit wage. Given that the average exit wage of the partner is 746 (Partner treatment) and 718 (Partner-offer treatment), our estimates of model (2) predict a very small negative effect of partner exit on reservation wage. This leads to a small predicted increase in the probability of exit in the period after a partner exits of less than 1%. By comparison, in our theoretical analysis the remaining job-seeker’s average exit probability increases by 1% to 3% depending on preference parameters (also see Table B1).

In contrast to the estimated effect of accepted offers ($\hat{\beta}_2 + \hat{\beta}_3$), offers which are rejected appear to have no impact on subjects’ reservation wages: $\hat{\beta}_3$ is small and insignificantly different from zero in all treatments.

These regression results reinforce the findings reported in Figure 3. First, all estimated coefficients in placebo conditions are insignificant. Second, the results reproduce the positive correlation between the partner’s income and the change in the subject’s reservation wage in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments. Third, the results reproduce the in-

---

18This small effect helps to explain why the average change in the reservation wage is similar in the Isolated and social feedback treatments.
Table 4: Change in reservation wage between periods as a function of partner’s offer and acceptance decision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Isolated</th>
<th>(2) Partner</th>
<th>(3) Partner-Offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Δr</td>
<td>−31.538</td>
<td>−30.702</td>
<td>−29.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₁ j accepted offer (α’j)</td>
<td>−16.621 (11.813)</td>
<td>−71.205** (33.313)</td>
<td>−63.645*** (18.923)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₂ j’s income (α’jw’)</td>
<td>0.029 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.092** (0.046)</td>
<td>0.088*** (0.027)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β₃ value of j’s offer (w’j)</td>
<td>0.002 (0.016)</td>
<td>−0.006 (0.022)</td>
<td>−0.002 (0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject random effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of obs.</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sessions</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses.

significant effect of rejected offers on reservation wages in the Partner-Offer treatment. The latter two findings are qualitatively consistent with the Fehr-Schmidt model analyzed in Appendix B.2.¹⁹

The second finding is also consistent with subjects inferring their partner’s reservation wage and attempt to imitate it. As noted earlier, in our setting, subjects can make inferences about their partner’s reservation wages when they observe their partner’s income. When a subject observes their partner accept an offer below their own reservation wage they can infer that the partner’s reservation wage is lower than their own. If the subject wishes to imitate they will lower their own reservation wage. For a fixed initial own reservation wage the reduction will be larger the lower the accepted offer. However, reservation wage imitation would also imply an analogous rejected offer effect when the subject observes their partner reject an offer above their own reservation wage. We do not observe such an effect in either Figure 3c or Table 4.

¹⁹A model which tests the difference in β₁, β₂ and β₃ between the Isolated treatment and the two social treatments shows that β₁ is significantly smaller (more negative) in the social treatments, while β₂ is significantly larger (more positive) in the social treatments. There is no difference in the estimates of β₃ between the isolated and social treatments.
4.2 Impact of social feedback between sequences

We now consider whether feedback also changes reservation wages between sequences. Recall that subjects and their partners are randomly re-paired at the end of each sequence, and only one randomly-drawn sequence is used to determine earnings. A sequence is therefore very much like previous sequences, and from this perspective we might expect behavior to be similar across sequences. However, behavior might change across sequences if subjects learn from their own outcomes and the outcomes of their partners in earlier sequences.

In Figure 4 we plot the average period 1 reservation wage in each sequence across all 10 search sequences. We use period 1 reservation wages for this comparison because reservation wages in period 1 are not yet influenced by the within-sequence feedback documented in the previous section. Figure 4 shows that reservation wages tend to increase across sequences in all three treatments, but this increase is larger for the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments. A linear trend estimated separately for each treatment yields a slope of 9 points (standard error 2 points, $p = 0.005$) per sequence in the Partner treatment, 6 (3, $p = 0.093$) in the Partner-Offer treatment and 3 (3, $p = 0.227$) in the Isolated treatment. This implies that, in the Partner treatment, subjects choose a reservation wage 16.63% higher in the final sequence compared to the first sequence. In the Partner-Offer treatment, this increase is estimated to be 11.71%. In the Isolated treatment, this increase is estimated to be 6.43%. However, the difference in sequence trend between Partner and Isolated treatments is only marginally significant ($p = 0.067$), and the difference between Partner-Offer and Isolated treatments is insignificant ($p = 0.499$).\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{20}The findings are robust to the inclusion of subject characteristics, reported in Table C2. Table C2 also examines sequence trends for exit period reservation wages. These are positive and significantly different from zero in all treatments, but are higher in the social feedback treatments (and again the difference is only significant between Partner and Isolated treatments).
Figure 4 suggests that the additional feedback provided in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments may cause subjects to increase their reservation wage more between sequences. We now investigate whether the extent to which reservation wages increase between sequences varies systematically with the outcomes of partners in previous sequences, in those treatments where feedback is available.

During each sequence, subjects in the Partner and Partner-Offer treatments observe their partner’s per-period income and search duration. We consider an “Imitate if Better” rule: if the partner does better, the subject moves in the direction of the partner’s reservation wage, but if the partner does worse the subject simply continues with the same reservation wage. To operationalize this, we define “better” to be a case where the partner achieved a higher per-period income. Because subjects do not observe their partner’s reservation wage directly, we assume that they infer it from their partner’s search duration. We assume that subjects whose partner has a longer search duration infer that their partner has a higher reservation wage. Similarly, we assume that subjects whose partner has a shorter search duration infer that their partner has a lower reservation wage. If this is the case, then a subject who observes a partner with a higher income

21We use per-period income rather than total earnings in the sequence because subjects receive direct feedback on partner’s per-period income, but not total earnings in the sequence.
and a longer duration will tend to increase their reservation wage between sequences. Similarly, a subject who observes a partner with a higher income and a shorter duration will tend to reduce their reservation wage between sequences.

To test this hypothesis, we measure the between-sequence change in period 1 reservation wages, $\Delta r_{is1} = r_{is1} - r_{i(s-1)}$. Each subject-sequence is categorized in the following six types, according to the behavior and outcome of their partner in the previous sequence:

- **Lower, Shorter** $j$ did not accept a better offer and search was shorter than $i$;
- **Lower, Same** $j$ did not accept a better offer and search was the same as $i$;
- **Lower, Longer** $j$ did not accept a better offer but search was longer than $i$;
- **Higher, Shorter** $j$ accepted a better offer and search was shorter than $i$;
- **Higher, Same** $j$ accepted a better offer and search was the same as $i$;
- **Higher, Longer** $j$ accepted a better offer and search was longer than $i$.

The selection of subjects into these categories is non-random even in the Isolated treatment with artificial Partners who provide no feedback. For example, subjects’ reservation wages will, on average, be low if their partners have longer search duration. For this reason we compare $\Delta r_{is1}$ between treatments within each of the six categories.

Figure 5 reports the average value of $\Delta r_{is1}$ for each treatment and category. The top row of Figure 5 shows those categories where the partner had lower per-period income in the previous sequence than the subject. In none of these categories do we observe any significant difference in $\Delta r_{is1}$ between treatments. Since in these cases the partner has done worse than the subject, this is all consistent with an “Imitate if Better” rule.

The bottom row of Figure 5 shows those categories where the partner had higher income than the subject in the previous sequence. The bottom centre panel shows the (Higher, Same) category. There is no significant difference in $\Delta r_{is1}$ between treatments. The
Figure 5: Impact of partner’s outcome in the previous sequence on the change in the reservation wage between sequences

Notes: Each bar indicates the mean value of $\Delta r_{is1}$ in each treatment and category. The sample size for each cell is labelled at the top of the confidence interval. We exclude the 8.52% sequences for which the previous sequence is terminated before the subject or their partner accepts an offer.

The bottom right panel shows the (Higher, Longer) category. In this category, the “Imitate if Better” rule implies that the provision of feedback will cause subjects to increase their reservation wage between sequences. In the Partner treatment, subjects increased the reservation wage by 62 points between sequences when they were previously paired with a partner who accepted a higher offer and who searched longer in the previous sequence. This increase in the reservation wage is significantly higher than in the Isolated treatment in the same panel ($p = 0.003$). The equivalent increase in the Partner-Offer treatment is 38 points ($p = 0.009$). The response in the Partner-Offer treatment is smaller than the Partner treatment (though not significantly so). This suggests that the additional feedback on Partner’s rejected offers did not contribute to increased reservation wage in later sequences.

The bottom left panel shows the (Higher, Shorter) category. In this category, we predict
that the provision of feedback will cause subjects to reduce their reservation wage between sequences. In the Partner treatment, we do not observe any reduction in the reservation wage, and there is no significant difference between the Partner and Isolated treatments ($p = 0.689$). In the Partner-Offer treatment there is a reduction in the reservation wage of 22 points, but again there is no significant difference between the Partner-Offer and Isolated treatments ($p = 0.135$).

In summary, our results provide mixed evidence for “Imitate if Better” behavior. Subjects do appear to imitate partners with higher income who have longer search durations, but they do not imitate partners with higher income who have shorter search durations. Recall that, on average, subjects chose a reservation wage substantially below the expected-earnings maximizing benchmark of 725 (see Table 3). Thus, the way subjects respond to social feedback moves them closer to this benchmark in later sequences. This occurs because subjects whose partners searched longer and accepted higher offers were typically observing behavior which was closer to the benchmark, and these subjects increased their own reservation wage by more in response.

## 5 Discussion and Conclusions

It is widely recognized that social interaction matters for outcomes in labor markets. However, the existing literature has tended to focus on network effects, whereby social networks provide additional options and information about those options. In this paper we use an experimental setting to investigate an alternative channel for social interactions to influence search: social comparison effects.

Our experiment employs a search task based on McCall’s (1970) canonical model of labor market search, which offers predictions for optimal search decisions in a known search environment. Similar search tasks have been examined in the earlier experimental
literature. To implement the stationary infinite-horizon decision-making problem, we use a random termination method whereby subjects search with an uncertain time horizon. In this setting, the continuation probability plays a similar role to the discount factor, and the strategy that maximizes expected earnings is the same constant reservation wage that maximizes the expected discounted utility in the infinite-horizon model.

In the treatment where subjects search in isolation, the findings from the previous literature are replicated in our search task with random termination. Subjects tend to set lower reservation wages than is consistent with maximizing expected earnings, and they tend to decrease reservation wages over the course of a search task.

We then consider how social comparisons affect search behavior. We conduct two treatments in which subjects are paired and complete independent search tasks. During the task they receive information about their partner’s search, but importantly their decisions have no direct effect on their partner’s offer process. Thus our experiment excludes possible network effects.

In one treatment we allow subjects to observe a partner’s income at the end of each period. This information is available both during search and after offer acceptance; these two states are analogous to the search and employment spells in a job-seeker’s labor market experience. In another treatment we also allow subjects to observe offers received by a partner. This in addition to the partner’s acceptance/rejection decision gives additional information about the partner’s reservation wage. Such social comparisons may affect search due to distributional preferences or learning effects.

In these novel treatments we show that social comparisons have a real impact on search decisions. First, we find that when a subject observes their partner exit with a low wage they tend to decrease their reservation wage by more than they otherwise would, and if they observe their partner exit with a high wage they tend to decrease their reservation wage by less than they otherwise would. Second, compared with our control treatment, we
observe greater increases in initial reservation wages across search tasks in our treatments that allow social comparisons.

Some of these findings are qualitatively consistent with a reference wage effect driven by distributional preferences. For example, applying the Fehr-Schmidt model of inequality aversion to our setting, an active searcher’s reservation wage increases with the income of a partner over a particular range of parameter values. However, social preference models cannot give a complete explanation for differences between our treatments. For example, they fail to account for stronger between-sequence changes in initial reservation wages in our treatments allowing social comparisons. This finding is better accounted for by a learning explanation whereby subjects tend to imitate the choices of more successful partners.

The social comparison effects we observe imply that job-seekers who search in a social environment will have an increased job-finding rate after their partner has found a job, because their reservation wage declines. Thus, the difference in search duration between partners will be smaller than in the case of two isolated job-seekers. The effects also imply that job-seekers who search in a social environment will have positively correlated wages even when the offer distributions they face are uncorrelated, because the partner’s exit wage influences the remaining job-seeker’s reservation wage.

An obvious question is whether the social comparison effects we observe are relevant to real job-search settings. We note that the social interaction in our experiment is very limited; the subjects in our various treatments experience a very similar environment, the only difference being limited to information about an anonymous other. In real job search environments we expect social interaction to be much richer. We see no reason to suppose that social comparison effects would be weaker in the richer environment. This question could be further explored in future research which varies the form of social interaction. We hypothesise that with richer interaction, for example allowing communication between
subjects, we would observe stronger social comparison effects. We leave such issues to further research.
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Appendix A Instructions

[*] indicates differences across treatments.

Welcome! You are about to take part in a decision-making experiment. For participating in this experiment you will earn a show-up fee of 5. You can earn additional money depending on your decisions, so it is important that you read these instructions with care.

Please switch off your mobile phones. Communication with other participants is prohibited during the experiment. If you violate this rule, you will be dismissed from the experiment and you will forfeit all payments. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. A member of the experiment team will come and answer them in private.

The experiment will consist of 10 sequences. In each sequence you can earn points. After the completion of the experiment, the computer will randomly draw one sequence and all participants will receive additional earnings determined by the points they earned in that sequence. The points earned in that sequence will be converted to Pounds at the following rate:

\[
3,000 \text{ points} = 1 \text{ Pound}
\]

At the end of the experiment this amount plus your show-up fee of 5 will be paid to you privately in cash.

Description of a sequence

Each of the 10 sequences of the experiment has the same structure. Each sequence consists of multiple periods. Your total earnings from a sequence will be the sum of points you earn over the periods.

You will not know exactly how many periods there will be in a sequence until the sequence ends. The number of periods is determined by the computer following a simple rule: after each period, there is a 5% chance that the sequence ends and a 95% chance the sequence continues.

In period one, the computer will randomly draw an offer from 1 to 1000 points. Every offer is equally likely. Before you see the offer, you will be asked to choose a minimum offer that you would be willing to accept. The computer will then accept the offer for you if, and only if, it is above or equal to the minimum value you chose.

- If the offer is accepted, you earn that amount in period one and in every future period of the sequence.
- If the offer is rejected, your earnings from period one will be 0 and, if the sequence continues, you will receive a new offer in period two.
In period two, if you accepted the offer in period one you do not have to make a decision. Your earnings for the period will be equal to the offer you accepted in period one. If you rejected the offer in period one, you will again be asked for the minimum offer you would accept, and you will receive a new offer, which again will be accepted if and only if it exceeds your minimum acceptable offer.

- If the offer is accepted you earn that amount in period two and in every future period of the sequence.
- If the offer is rejected, your earnings from period two will be 0 and, if the sequence continues, you will receive a new offer in period three.

This process will continue until the sequence ends. Remember there is a 95% chance that the sequence continues, and a 5% chance that it ends, at the end of any period. At the end of the sequence your earnings for the sequence will be the sum of your earnings from each period in the sequence.

As long as you have not accepted an offer in the sequence, if the sequence continues to the next period you will get a new offer. The new offer will be drawn independently from the previous offers. This means in every period the offers from 1 to 1000 are equally likely regardless of what offers were made previously.

In each period where you have to enter a minimum acceptable offer you are required to enter it within 15 seconds. If you do not enter a minimum acceptable offer before the time limit is reached, the computer will automatically reject the offer in that period. The following examples illustrate how earnings are calculated.

Example 1:
The sequence lasts for 14 periods. A participants choice and the offers they draw are listed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>⋯</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum acceptable offer</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period Income</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>⋯</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Period 1, the offer of 675 is drawn and exceeds the chosen minimum acceptable offer, 243. Because this sequence lasts for 14 periods, the participants earning from the sequence is $675 \times 14 = 9,450$ points.

Example 2:
The sequence lasts for 31 periods. A participants choices and the offers they draw are listed as follows:
In the first five periods none of the offers are accepted because they are less than the minimum acceptable offer. In Period 6, the offer of 564 is drawn and is accepted because it exceeds the minimum acceptable offer of 380. Because there are still 31-5=26 periods remaining in the sequence, the participants earning from the sequence is 564*(31-5) = 14,664 points.

Example 3:
The sequence lasts for 8 periods. A participants choices and the offers they draw are listed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum acceptable offer</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>818</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>877</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period Income</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

None of the offers are accepted because they are all less than the minimum acceptable offer. Therefore the participants earning from the sequence is 0 points.

The numbers in these examples have been chosen just for illustrative purposes. In the actual experiment, the computer will determine the number of periods in a sequence (using the rule that at the end of a period there is a 5% chance the sequence stops and a 95% chance the sequence continues). As long as you have not accepted an offer in the sequence, the computer will also draw the offer in each period (each offer from 1 to 1000 is equally likely).

[Partner and Partner-Offer treatments only: In each sequence, you will be randomly and anonymously paired with another participant. After the completion of each sequence, participants in the room will be randomly re-paired so the people you are paired with will change from sequence to sequence. In each sequence the person you are paired with is also choosing whether to accept offers. The offers you and that participant receive will be independent. This means you are equally likely to receive any offer from 1 to 1000, regardless of the other persons offer. When the computer determines whether to continue the sequence at the end of the period, it does this for both of you. That is, if the sequence continues, it continues for both of you and if it stops it stops for both of you.]

The minimum acceptable offer will be chosen by you in each period before an offer is accepted. [Isolated treatment only: At the end of each period, you will observe your offer and whether it is accepted (unless you already accepted an earlier offer). At the end of every period, you will receive feedback on period income. You will also observe your total income up to the period.] [Partner treatment only: At the end of every
period, both you and the other participant will receive feedback on period income of both
you and that participant. Both of you will also be informed of any offers made in that
period and whether they were accepted. You will also observe your total income from
the sequence up to the period. [Partner-Offer treatment only: At the end of every
period, both you and the other participant will receive feedback on period income of both
you and that participant. Both of you will also be informed of any offers made in that
period and whether they were accepted. You will also observe your total income from
the sequence up to the period.] The information will be displayed on the screen in the
following layout:

[Screenshots: Figure A1]

After the completion of each sequence, you will see the total number of periods, and
your total income from all the periods in the sequence.

At the end of experiment, one of the 10 sequences will be drawn and the total points
you earned in that sequence will be converted to cash as part of your payment.

Before we begin the decision-making part of the experiment we will ask some questions
to make sure you understand these instructions. Please look at you screen and follow the
instructions. If at any time you have a question raise your hand and someone will come
to your desk to answer it.
Figure A1: Screenshots for period feedback
Control questions

[*] indicates differences across treatments.

1. What is the probability that the computer will offer you more than 500 in Period 1 of a round?
   - Lower than 50%
   - Exactly 50%
   - Higher than 50%
   (Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; the offer is drawn from 1, 2 to 1000 with equal probability, so in each period the probability of getting an offer larger than 500 is exactly 50%.”)

2. Suppose in the Period 1 you rejected an offer of 233. What is the probability that the computer will offer you more than 500 in Period 2?
   - Lower than 50%
   - Exactly 50%
   - Higher than 50%
   (Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; the offers you get are independently drawn, so the probability of getting an offer larger than 500 in Period 2 is exactly 50%.”)

3. Suppose you accepted an offer of 879 in Period 1, what is the probability that the round will continue to Period 2?
   - Lower than 95%
   - Exactly 95%
   - Higher than 95%
   (Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; the probability the round will continue to Period 2 is exactly 95%. At the end of every period there is a 5% chance the round stops and a 95% chance the round continues.”)

4. Suppose you rejected an offer of 435 in Period 10, what is the probability that the round will continue to Period 11?
   - Lower than 95%
   - Exactly 95%
   - Higher than 95%
   (Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; after Period 10, the probability that the round will continue to Period 11 is exactly 95%. At the end of every period there is a 5% chance the round stops and a 95% chance the round continues.”)

5. In periods 1-3, the minimum acceptable offer and received offers of a participant are listed in the following table:
The participant has accepted the offer in which period?
- Period 1
- Period 2
- Period 3
(Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; the participant has accepted the offer in Period 3, which is the first period that the offer received exceeds the minimum acceptable offer.”)

**[Peer and Peer-Offer treatments only]**:

6. Suppose in Period 1 your offer is 698, what is the probability that your paired participants offer is larger than 500 in the same period?
- Lower than 50%
- Exactly 50%
- Higher than 50%
(Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; the offers you and your paired participant get are independent, so for them the probability of getting a number larger than 500 is exactly 50%.”)

7. The experiment will consist of 10 sequences. After the completion of the experiment, how many sequence(s) will be drawn to determine the payoffs of the participants?
- Only one
- More than one
- The number of sequences is randomly determined by the computer
(Message if a wrong answer is selected: “The answer you picked is incorrect; only ONE out of 10 sequences will be drawn to determine the payoff of the participants.”)
Appendix B Theoretical Analysis

B.1 Basic setup

We describe a simple job-search model based on McCall (1970). An infinitely-lived job-seeker makes decisions and receives income over a sequence of discrete time periods.

While searching the job-seeker draws one wage offer \( w \) per period from a bounded wage distribution \( F(w) \). Offers are independently drawn across periods. If the job-seeker rejects the offer their income is zero in that period and they continue search. If the job-seeker accepts the offer, they exit search and receive \( w \) for the current and all future periods. In the baseline case we assume that the period utility is

\[
U_t = y_t, \quad \text{where } y_t = \begin{cases} w & \text{if offer } w \text{ has been drawn and accepted}, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

We assume the job-seeker maximizes the expected discounted sum of period utilities:

\[
\sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \delta^t E[u_t], \quad 0 < \delta < 1
\]

Since the environment is stationary, the optimal strategy can be expressed as a constant reservation wage \( r \), i.e. in any period, the job-seeker accepts if offered at least the reservation wage, and continues to search otherwise. The job-seeker's objective function can be written as a function of the reservation wage, \( V(r) \). With probability \( F(r) \) the job-seeker rejects the offer, earns zero in the current period and faces an identical decision problem in the next period (and hence gets \( \delta V(r) \)). With probability \( 1 - F(r) \) the job-seeker accepts the offer and earns the offered amount in all future periods. Thus,

\[
V(r) = F(r)(0 + \delta V(r)) + (1 - F(r)) \frac{1}{1 - \delta} E[w|w \geq r],
\]

which can be re-arranged as

\[
V(r) = \frac{1}{(1 - \delta F(r))} \int_{w>r} \frac{w}{1 - \delta} dF(w).
\]

For a given offer distribution this can be used to solve the optimization problem directly. For ease of exposition, in the remainder of the discussion we assume that the wage offer follows a uniform distribution over \([0, 1]\), \( F(w) = w \). Then (1) is maximized with a unique \( r \) over \([0, 1]\),

\[
r^* = \frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - \delta^2}}{\delta}.
\]

For a discount factor \( \delta = 0.95 \), this implies an optimal reservation wage of \( r^* = 0.724 \). For
B.2 Distributional preferences

Now suppose that there are two job-seekers, indexed by \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), who are “partners” in the sense that they perform the same sequential search task simultaneously, with wage offers being independent draws across job-seekers and periods. The job-seekers are informed of each other’s income at the end of each period. We assume that the job-seekers make interpersonal comparisons in each period of search. Specifically, following Fehr & Schmidt (1999), we assume that \( i \) dislikes income differences, as represented by the period utility function (where \( y_{it} \) denotes \( i \)'s period \( t \) income and \( y_{jt} \) denotes the period \( t \) income of \( i \)'s partner)

\[
u_{it}(y_{it}, y_{jt}) = y_{it} - \alpha \left( \max\{y_{it}, y_{jt}\} - y_{it}\right) - \beta \left( \max\{y_{it}, y_{jt}\} - y_{jt}\right)
\]

The assumptions made in Fehr & Schmidt (1999) are that \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \) and \( \alpha \geq \beta \). We retain the assumption that utility is evaluated each period, including the distaste for inequality, and \( i \) seeks to maximize

\[
s_{i} = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \delta^t E[u_{it}], \quad 0 < \delta < 1
\]

This extends the individual choice problem of Section B.1 to a game.

Our solution concept is that of Markov Perfect Equilibrium. A Markov strategy for job-seeker \( i \) is \((r_{i0}, r_{i}(y))\), an initial reservation wage \( r_{i0} \) that governs \( i \)'s acceptance decision when both partners are active job-seekers, and a reservation wage function \( r_{i}(y) \) that governs \( i \)'s acceptance decision when she is actively searching but the partner has already accepted an offer and obtains period income \( y \). A Markov Perfect Equilibrium is a pair of Markov strategies \((r_{i0}^*, r_{i}^*(y))\), \( i = 1, 2 \), such that,

1. For each \( i \), \( r_{i}^*(y) \) maximizes (4) given partner \( j \) is inactive with period income \( y \).
2. For each \( i \), \( r_{i0}^* \) maximizes (4) given partner \( j \) is active using strategy \((r_{j0}, r_{j}^*(y))\), and \( i \) will revert to \( r_{i}^*(y) \) if \( j \) exits with period income \( y \).

We start by calculating \( r_{i}^*(y) \) and then find \( r_{i0}^* \) using backward induction.

B.2.1 Optimal reservation wage for active job-seeker after partner exits

Consider the case that \( i \) is still searching and \( j \) has exited with a wage (and hence a per-period income) of \( y_{jt} = y \). Again the dynamic problem facing \( i \) is stationary, and so the optimal reservation wage is constant.
Using a constant reservation wage \( r_i \), \( i \)'s expected discounted utility beginning from a period in which \( j \) is inactive with period income \( y \) is denoted by \( V_A(r_i; y) \). With probability \( r_i \) the offer is rejected \((w < r_i)\), which gives the current period utility of \(-\alpha y\) and a discounted future value of \( \delta V_A(r_i; y) \), and with probability \( 1 - r_i \), the offer is accepted \((w \geq r_i)\), which yields a constant period utility in all future periods. Thus,

\[
V_A(r_i; y) = r_i(u_i(0, y) + \delta V_A(r_i; y)) + (1 - r_i) \frac{1}{1 - \delta} E[u_i(w, y)\mid w \geq r_i],
\]

and rearranging gives

\[
V_A(r_i; y) = \left( \frac{1}{1 - \delta r_i} \right) \left( r_i u_i(0, y) + \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \int_{r_i}^{1} u_i(w, y) \, dw \right).
\]

With \( u_i \) given by (1),

\[
V_A(r_i; y) = \frac{1}{1 - \delta r_i} \left( -r_i \alpha y + \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \left( \int_{r_i}^{k} (w - \alpha (y - w)) \, dw + \int_{k}^{1} (w - \beta (w - y)) \, dw \right) \right),
\]

where \( k \equiv \max\{r_i, y\} \).

This is maximized by \( r^*_i(y) \),

\[
r^*_i(y) = \max \left\{ \frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - \delta^2 + 2\delta(1 - \delta) \frac{\alpha + \beta}{1 - \beta} y}}{\delta}, \quad \frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - \delta^2 + 2\delta^2 \frac{\alpha + \beta}{1 + \alpha} (1 - y)^2}}{\delta} \right\}. \tag{5}
\]

Equation (5) describes the optimal reservation wage for a job-seeker (with given \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \delta \)) after their partner has exited search with period income \( y \). When \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \) this reduces to (2) and the reservation wage is independent of the partner’s income. For other values of \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( 0 < r^*_i(y) \leq r^* \). For \( y = 0 \) or \( 1 \) the optimal reservation wage is \( r^* \). For \( y < \hat{y} \), \( r^*_i(y) \) is decreasing in \( y \). For \( y > \hat{y} \), \( r^*_i(y) \) is increasing in \( y \).

We use \( V_A(y) \) to denote the value of the game to \( i \) beginning from a period in which she is active but \( j \) has previously accepted an offer and receives period income \( y \). That is,

\[
V_A(y) = V_A(r^*_i(y); y). \tag{6}
\]

**B.2.2 Optimal initial reservation wage when both job-seekers are active**

Now we move on to find the equilibrium initial reservation wage. Job-seeker \( i \)'s expected discounted utility beginning from a period in which both job-seekers are active is a function of their initial reservation wages \( V_0(r_{i0}, r_{j0}) \). The period has four possible outcomes: neither of the job-seekers accept their offers, \( i \) accepts and \( j \) rejects, \( j \) accepts and \( i \) rejects, or both of the job-seekers accept. Thus \( V_0(r_{i0}, r_{j0}) \) can be written as the sum of
four components, each regarding the payoff from one of the outcomes:

\[ V_0(r_{i0}, r_{j0}) = \int_0^{r_{i0}} \int_0^{r_{j0}} (0 + \delta V_0(r_{i0}, r_{j0})) \, dy_i dy_j + \int_0^{r_{i0}} \int_{r_{i0}}^{1} (u_i(y_i, 0) + \delta V_I(y_i)) \, dy_i dy_j + \int_0^{r_{j0}} \int_{r_{j0}}^{1} (u_i(0, y_j) + \delta V_A(y_j)) \, dy_j dy_i + \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \int_{r_{i0}}^{1} \int_{r_{j0}}^{1} u_i(y_i, y_j) \, dy_j dy_i. \]

When neither accepts, \( i \) receives current period utility of zero and in the next period begins a subgame which is identical to the original game. When \( i \) accepts and \( j \) rejects, \( i \)'s current period utility is \( u_i(y_i, 0) \), and we denote by \( V_I(y_i) \) (subscript I for “inactive”) the value of the game to \( i \) beginning from a period in which she is inactive with period income \( y_i \) and the partner is active. When \( i \) rejects and \( j \) accepts and earns period income \( y_j \), \( i \)'s current period utility is \( u_i(0, y_j) \), and the value of the game to \( i \) from the beginning of the next period is \( V_A(y_j) \). Finally, when both \( i \) and \( j \) accept their offers in the current period \( i \) gets utility \( u_i(y_i, y_j) \) in this and every future period.

Rearranging and using (1) gives

\[ V_0(r_{i0}; r_{j0}) = \frac{1}{1 - \delta r_{i0}r_{j0}} \left( r_{j0} \int_{r_{i0}}^{1} (1 - \beta) y_i + \delta V_I(y_i) \right) \, dy_i + r_{i0} \int_{r_{j0}}^{1} (1 - \alpha y_j + \delta V_A(y_j)) \, dy_j + \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \int_{r_{i0}}^{1} \int_{r_{j0}}^{1} \left( y_i - \alpha \{ \max \{ y_i, y_j \} - y_i \} - \beta \{ \max \{ y_i, y_j \} - y_j \} \right) \, dy_j dy_i, \]

(7)

Note that \( V_I(y_i) \) depends on both job-seeker’s preferences (and \( i \)'s belief about \( j \)'s preferences), so identifying the equilibrium initial reservation wage requires assumptions about both job-seekers’ preferences and what job-seekers know about each other’s preferences. For tractability, we assume job-seekers have identical preferences and this is common knowledge.

If \( i \) is inactive with period income \( y_i \) we assume \( j \) uses the optimal reservation wage \( r^*_j(y_i) \). Then,

\[ V_I(y_i) = r^*_j(y_i) (u_i(y_i, 0) + \delta V_I(y_i)) + (1 - r^*_j(y_i)) \frac{1}{1 - \delta} E[u_i(y_i, w)|w \geq r^*_j(y_i)], \]

which is rearranged as

\[ V_I(y_i) = \frac{1}{1 - \delta r^*_j(y_i)} \left( r^*_j(y_i) u_i(y_i, 0) + \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \int_{r^*_j(y_i)} u_i(y_i, w) \, dw \right). \]
Given (1), it is convenient to denote \( l \equiv \max\{r^*_i(y_i), y_i\} \), so we have

\[
V_I(y_i) = \frac{1}{1 - \delta r^*_i(y_i)} \left( r^*_i(y_i)(1 - \beta)y_i \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{1 - \delta} \left( (1 - r^*_i(y_i))y_i - \alpha \int_{y_i}^1 (w - y_i) dw - \beta \int_{r^*_i(y_i)}^1 (y_i - w) dw \right) \right) .
\]

(8)

Combining (5), (6), (7) and (8), we complete the initial objective function \( V_0 \) for \( i \). We conduct a calibration to find the optimal response function for \( i \) given \( j \)'s choice, \( r^*_{i0}(r_{j0}) \). We calibrate \( r^*_{i0} \) for all \((\alpha, \beta)\), \( \alpha \in [0, 2) \), \( \beta \in [0, 1) \), and \( \alpha > \beta \) with grid equal to 0.01. The results are accurate to the third decimal place.

The simulation shows that the equilibrium \( r^*_{i0} \) is close to the expected own-earning-maximizing \( r^* \). For the majority of \((\alpha, \beta)\), \( r^*_{i0} \) is slightly below \( r^* \), although for small \( \alpha \) and small \( \beta \) it is slightly above \( r^* \) (Figure B1a).

The initial equilibrium reservation wage \( r^*_{i0} \) lies above the kink point of the \( r^*_i(y) \) function, \( \hat{y} \). This implies that a job-seeker never accepts a wage below \( \hat{y} \) (Figure B1b) and so in equilibrium only the positively-sloped part of \( r^*_i(\cdot) \) is relevant in Figure 1.

### B.2.3 Summary and implications

After a partner exits, the model predicts that the remaining job-seeker selects a constant reservation wage that depends on the partner’s income (see Figure 1). Since the initial reservation wage lies above the kink point, only the upward sloping portion is relevant in equilibrium. Therefore the model predicts a positive relationship between the wage accepted by the partner and the reservation wage of the remaining job-seeker. In most cases, the change in reservation wage in response to partner’s exit is negative, but the size of the change is moderated by the exit offer of the partner. Note that although we only report the calibration with standard Fehr-Schmidt assumptions, this qualitative prediction can be extended to negative \( \beta \)'s, as long as \(-\alpha < \beta\).

These results have three practical implications for job search outcomes. First, the probability that a job-seeker exits in period \( t \) depends positively on whether their partner exited in period \( t - 1 \). In our setting, the probability of exiting is \( 1 - F(r) = 1 - r \), which changes from \((1 - r^*_{i0})\) before the partner exits to \((1 - r^*(y))\) after the partner exits with \( y \). The expected change is \( r^*_{i0} - E[r^*(y)|y \geq r^*_{i0}] \). Before the partner exits, the probability of exiting is about 28%, and the expected increase in the probability of exiting after partner exits varies from about 3% for high values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to 1% for low values. The expected changes for five sets of \((\alpha, \beta)\) are reported in column (1) of Table B1.

Second, there is a “spillover” from the partner’s exit wage to the remaining job-seeker’s reservation wage. A job-seeker whose partner has exited with a high wage has a higher reservation wage than a job-seeker whose partner has exited with a low wage. Given
Figure B1: Equilibrium initial reservation wage for different Fehr-Schmidt parameters

Notes: \( \beta \in [0, 1), \alpha \in [0, 2), \alpha \geq \beta; r^* = 0.724 \). The equilibrium \( r^*_0 \) lies between 0.717 and 0.726 for all \((\alpha, \beta)\). In the calibrated range of \((\alpha, \beta)\), \( r^*_0 \) takes its minimum at \((1.99, 0.91)\) and maximum at \((0.24, 0.06)\). \( (r^*_0 - \hat{y}) \) is always positive, and takes its minimum of 0.003 at \((0.01, 0.01)\) and maximum of 0.687 at \((1.99, 0.99)\).

an initial reservation wage of \( r^*_0 \), the exit wage varies uniformly between \( r^*_0 \) and 1. The reservation wage of the active job-seeker then varies from \( r^*(r^*_0) \) to \( r^*(1) \). The difference between \( r^*(1) \) and \( r^*(r^*_0) \) varies from 0.10 for high \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to 0.04 for low \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). Column (2) of Table B1 reports the slope of the linearized relationship between the partner’s exit wage and the remaining job-seeker’s reservation wage, which shows that a unit increase in \( y \) leads to a linearized increase in \( r^* \) of 0.35 for high and 0.13 for low \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \).

Third, this implies a correlation of wages across partners. By definition, independent job-seekers’ wages are uncorrelated. In contrast, inequity averse job-seekers who are partners will have positively correlated wages, if they exit in sequence. The correlation is 0.13 for high \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) and 0.05 for low \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (column(3) of Table B1).
Table B1: Quantifying the implications for search outcomes

| (α, β)   |  (1) r_0 - E[r(y)|y ≥ r_0] |  (2) r^*(1) - r^*(r_0) |  (3) ρ(y_1, y_2)^a |
|----------|-----------------------------|-------------------------|----------------------|
| (0, 0)   | 0.000                       | 0.000                   | 0.000                |
| (0.5, 0.0)| 0.013                       | 0.132                   | 0.046                |
| (0.9, 0.6)| 0.024                       | 0.253                   | 0.100                |
| (1.0, 0.8)| 0.029                       | 0.336                   | 0.129                |
| (2.0, 0.8)| 0.028                       | 0.349                   | 0.130                |

^a Based on calibration of 100,000 pairs.
Appendix C  Additional results

Table C1: Alternative specifications for Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isolated</td>
<td>Partner</td>
<td>Partner-Offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1$ j accepted offer ($a_j$)</td>
<td>$-11.443$</td>
<td>$-8.923$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(11.988)$</td>
<td>$(13.411)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_2$ j’s income ($a_{10}$)</td>
<td>$0.021$</td>
<td>$0.018$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(0.027)$</td>
<td>$(0.032)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_3$ value of j’s offer ($o_j$)</td>
<td>$0.004$</td>
<td>$0.003$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$(0.016)$</td>
<td>$(0.019)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject random effects | Yes | Yes | Yes |
Period fixed effects | No | No | Yes |
Sequence fixed effects | Yes | No | Yes |
Subject characteristics | No | No | Yes |
Number of obs. | 502 | 502 | 502 |
Number of sessions | 6 | 6 | 6 |

Table C2: Estimates of the sequence trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isolated</th>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Partner-Offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Period 1 ($r_{i,t1}$)</td>
<td>Exit period ($r_{i,tL}$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.733</td>
<td>3.732</td>
<td>4.078***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.555)</td>
<td>(2.559)</td>
<td>(1.293)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.538***</td>
<td>9.540***</td>
<td>12.926***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.883)</td>
<td>(1.886)</td>
<td>(2.235)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.333***</td>
<td>6.328**</td>
<td>7.663***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.875)</td>
<td>(2.877)</td>
<td>(2.463)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$p$-values for |
Partner vs. Isolated | 0.067 | 0.068 | 0.001 | 0.001 |
Partner-Offer vs. Isolated | 0.499 | 0.500 | 0.197 | 0.199 |
Partner vs. Partner-Offer | 0.351 | 0.350 | 0.113 | 0.115 |

Subject random effects | Yes | Yes | Yes | Yes |
Subject characteristics | No | Yes | No | Yes |
Number of obs. | 2,155 | 2,155 | 2,035 | 2,035 |

Notes: The sequence trends for each treatment are estimated using the following model:

$$r_{i,tL} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Partner}_i + \beta_2 \text{Partner-Offer}_i + \beta_3 s + \beta_4 s \times \text{Partner}_i + \beta_5 s \times \text{Partner-Offer}_i + \eta_i + \epsilon_{i,t},$$

where $t$ is period 1 or the last period. The sample for column (1) and (2) excludes 5 sequences in which the subject timed out for the initial period. The sample for column (3) and (4) excludes 135 censored sequences.